LISTEN AND CREATE
Supporting Inspiration. Greatness is spurred from an idea. We believe you play an invaluable role in the future of healthcare. That is why at Modular, we listen. And through listening, we create. Improving productivity through embracing flexibility and eliminating chaos holds the promise to better support clinical function. We cheer on your ideas.

LEADING THE WAY
Practice Makes Perfect. With over 35 years of practice, Modular is the most experienced headwall company in the industry, making us the market leader. However, we believe that experience is not the only factor that has led to our success. We are committed to teaming with clinicians, architects, contractors and others who share our same desire to make positive change happen. Many views. One objective: improving your healthcare environment.
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The Modular Services Flatwall is a vertically-oriented, surface-mounted headwall. The Flatwall uses vertical and/or horizontal component chases to conveniently locate services and will contribute to any interior design scheme with a wide variety of laminate choices.

**Clinical Benefits**
- A cost-effective, long term solution
- Applications for low, medium or high acuity areas
- Two vertical equipment tracks
- Ergonomically placed medical gases and electrical services
The Profile™ makes the healing environment clinically functional for more complete and dependable care. The Profile provides ergonomically placed medical gases, electrical services, and equipment management and will contribute to any interior design scheme with a wide variety of laminate choices.

**Clinical Benefits**

- The Profile is positioned at bedside to limit reaching over the patient (2 equipment management tracks for equipment and storage management)
- Up to 4 gases positioned at one ergonomic level
- A possible 8 gases in one unit
- Integrated GCX Track for monitoring (Extended Profile Only)
The Silhouette™ unites clinical function with aesthetic design to increase productivity for the nursing staff and will contribute to any interior design scheme with a wide variety of laminate choices.

**Clinical Benefits**

- The Silhouette is customizable to any length in 6 inch increments, ranging from the smallest length of 18 inches, providing up to 10 feet of services and equipment management capabilities (Standard Silhouette).
- Ergonomically placed medical gases and electrical services.
- 4 equipment management channels for equipment and storage management.
- Recessed into the wall, protruding only 1.25 inches from the wall.
The Provider Plus™ provides clinical flexibility in all healing environments. The Provider Plus is a surface-mounted headwall that integrates all essential services in one complete unit.

**Clinical Benefits**

- Ergonomically placed medical gases and electrical services
- Equipment management channels for equipment and storage management
- Adapts easily for varying acuity levels
The Stratus™ was created for all critical care environments with optimum flexibility for positioning and accessibility of essential services. The compact design gives the nursing staff complete access and clinical flexibility to meet the needs of critical care patients. Positioning the Stratus is reliable, fast and easy.

### Clinical Benefits

- Convenient movement to allow clinically correct positioning of essential services
- Open access to the patient's head
- Nurses can easily and quickly position all equipment including monitors, pumps and more
- 12 equipment management tracks for equipment and storage management (with the 9”x9” Open Access Column Service Module)
- Ergonomically placed handle for easy movement
- Up to 10 medical gases at one level (5-Sided Open Access Column Service Module)

### Stratus Service Modules

**5 Sided Column**
- 10 gases at one ergonomic level
- 5 equipment management tracks
- 400 lbs. accessory load capacity

**9x9 Column**
- 8 gases at one ergonomic level
- 12 equipment management tracks
- 400 lbs. accessory load capacity

**Pump Star™ Service Module**

- (5 Sided Column and 9x9 Column)
- 100 pound motor for lifting pumps and bags

*(Final design of all Service Modules is based on the clinical needs and architectural requirements)*
The 5-Sided Open Access Column™ maximizes valuable floor space and provides open access to the patient’s head in emergency situations. This unit helps to increase productivity, organization and flexibility in your healing environment.

**Clinical Benefits**

- By using the rotating option nurses can stand in one place to adjust flowmeters, suction regulators, infusion pumps and other accessories
- Nurses do not have to walk behind the column; the column easily rotates to the exact position needed
- 10 medical gases at one ergonomic level
- 5 equipment management tracks for equipment and storage management
- Provides medical gases, electrical outlets and equipment management in one sleek compact design
Open Access Column™

The Open Access Column™ comes in customizable sizes available to you in 9”x12”, 12”x12” and 9”x9” (smallest column on the market).

Clinical Benefits
- Creates a safe and effective work area
- Nurses can easily and quickly position all equipment including monitors, pumps and more
- 8 medical gases at one ergonomic level
- 12 equipment management tracks for equipment and storage management
- Nurses can add equipment easily as the patient’s condition changes

Mini Multi-Dimensional Column™

The Mini Multi-Dimensional Column™ is a compact column designed to maximize the space within your healing environment.

Clinical Benefits
- Nurses do not have to reach over the patient’s head to add/change equipment
- Nurses can easily and quickly position all equipment including monitors, pumps and more
- 17 equipment management tracks for equipment and storage management
- Creates a safe and effective work area
Large-Opening ArtWorks

The Large-Opening ArtWorks™ allows multiple gas outlets and electrical devices to be discretely hidden behind a moveable picture or panel.

Clinical Benefits

- Immediate access to medical gases and electrical services while providing an attractive way to conceal the services
- Nurses can easily and quickly position all equipment
- Increased size offers additional flexibility and allows additional room for equipment and storage management
- Integrated LED Light
Recessed Mounted ArtWorks™

The Recessed Mounted ArtWorks allows movement in 4 directions: up, down, horizontal and angular. Providing ergonomically placed gases, electrical services and equipment management, the Recessed Mounted ArtWorks will contribute to any interior design scheme.

Clinical Benefits

- Immediate access to medical gas services provides an attractive alternative for efficient use of space
- Nurses can easily and quickly position all equipment

Framed print moves vertically, allowing easy access to medical gas outlets. Simply move the framed print to the open position and attach standard flowmeters or vacuum regulators. Remove flowmeters and regulators to return framed print to the closed position. Available with 3 or 5 gas outlets; single or double-sided.
The Recessed Security Console is a medical gas services assembly which allows services to be secured behind a locked cover to limit access to the devices.

**Clinical Benefits**

- Polycarbonate cover and stainless steel lock provide additional safety for the patient. Cover can be closed while services are being used.
- Immediate access to medical gases and electrical services.
- Nurses can easily and quickly position all equipment.
The Bed Docker™ protects the wall behind the bed and provides up to 8 electrical services and/or low voltage services.

**Clinical Benefits**
- Protects wall and positions bed
- Provides additional bedside services
- Single piece KYDEX® cover facilitates cleaning
The Method™ is the human centric design process and partnership that creates custom architectural products. An MSC design team works with the customer to design the ideal headwall system. This included the clinical design, aesthetic design and installation design.

The Method Product:
The Method Headwall created will be a custom designed headwall system that delivers medical gases and electrical services to the patient environment. The headwall is built to order and designed to meet the needs of the clinician, architect and the installer. Modular Services Company simply partners with the customer to design a complete headwall system to the highest level of quality, within the proper time frame and within the total design scope.

The Method Products incorporate the Clinical Design, Aesthetic Design and Installation Design.

Product Benefits:
- Saves time on the jobsite
- Easy to install
- Saves money
- High standard of quality
- Design flexibility
- UL listed
- Modular technology
Form is a collection of standard products that can be combined to create a unique look and space. Headwalls, footwalls and sidewalls can be configured within the collection to best serve the clinicians and design aesthetic. Form your space to create a great look that is clinically functional and within budget.

**CORE PRODUCT FEATURES**
- High and low acuity standard headwalls
- Writable Art Glass
- Casework storage systems
- Integrated counter top
- Recessed and Surface mounted horizontal channels for equipment management
- 3D laminate, choose from a wide variety of options
- Steel surface mounted support system, ideal for renovations

**APPLICATIONS**
- Patient Rooms
- Exam Rooms
- Critical Care Rooms
- ED Rooms
- Clinical Spaces
- Dental Office
- Long Term Care Facility
Modular’s NICU provides much-needed equipment management, expansive work surfaces, convenient out-of-sight infant warmer connections, ample supply storage, a re-stockable storage cart, linen and/or trash receptacle. Optional built-in CPU and monitor provisions available.

Clinical Benefits
- Custom designed to meet clinical and aesthetic challenges of the NICU
- Private room or bay configuration
- Built in storage or workspace
Make pump transport more clinically advantageous. By using the Pump Star, pumps can be transferred from the Pump Star tower to the bed mounting plate for fast and efficient transport. Pumps and bags will travel on the bed to eliminate moving separate IV poles along with the bed when moving patients. Once the patient returns to the room, the pumps are easily transferred back to the tower to be stored.

**Clinical Benefits**

- Promotes pump organization
- Eliminates the need for IV poles
- Makes critical patient transfers more efficient
- Pump rack travels with the bed, increasing efficiency of staff during transport
- Promotes a clear path to the patient
- Reduces the need for heavy lifting of pumps and bags
Critical Care Cart

The Critical Care Cart supports clinical function for more organized care.

Clinical Benefits

- Versatile writing shelf folds down for next-to-wall storage
- Convenient locking drawer
- Continuous grab rail
- Adjustable moving swivel baskets
- Various basket sizes available
Modular Services Company is a custom medical products design company with the ability to create, manufacture and service all of our unique products: Medical Headwalls, Fixed and Rotating Columns, Moveable Boom Systems, Critical Care Carts, Bed Dockers and more. With each of our products, we unite clinical function with innovative design to generate product solutions that increase productivity for the nursing staff, the architect and even the contractor. Ultimately, we help nurses provide care with greater efficiency. Modular Services Company is pioneering new territory in clinical design.

To view all product CAD drawings, installation instructions and specifications, please visit www.modularservices.com.
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